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kronecker delta 

').. thermal conductivity 

Il dynamic viscosity 

v, kinematic eddy viscosity 

p density 

ok!' 0u' 0",,: modelling constants 

° III I' ° 1Il2' ° 1Il3: modelling constants 

<l> modelling constant 

(J) inverse time scale of eddy dissipation 

Suffix 

i,j,k,l 

eff 

m 

Superscripts 

directions 

effective 

m'h species 

F:wre averaged value , ~ 

time averaged value 

IN'rRODUCfION 

Fundamental to the success of the development of adv:tnced 
airbreathing propulsion system c:lpable of sustaining hypersonic 
flight in the atmosphere is the ability to understand the mixing ;lIld 
combustion process in the c~mbustor. For efficient combustion, it 
is necessary to produce homogeneous fuel/ air mixnue rapidly across 
the whole combustor. Experiinental and numerical data 1,2 show that 
fuel injection from the wall ,vill result in reaction zones that occupy 
only a small fraction of the £low field. Therefore, not all of the 
oxygen supplied by the air stream entering the combustor can 
participate in the chemical reaction. Furthermore,. the reaction zones 
close to the wall ,vill exert excessive thermal loads on the structure of 
the cOqlbustor. This problem of slow lateral fuel transport in the 
airstream can be circumvented by injecting the fuel in the centre of the 
flow by means of pylon. Various pylon designs have been 
investigated experimentallyJ.4 to study their effectiveness in fuel 
mixing and combustion in the Scramjet combustor. Numerical 



si~ulation of the reacting flow field for pylon injected hydrogen fuel 
'in the Scram jet combustor is very limited. 

Reacting flow field of Scramjet combustor for pylon injected 
hydrogen fueLis reported in tlus study. The experimental condition 
of Gmenig, el al 3 has been simulated numerically and the 
computational results are compared with the experimental values. 

METHODOLOGY 

Computational Fluid Dynanllcs (CFD) software CFX-TASCFlowis 
used for the present analysis. It is a fully implicit 3-D Navier-Stokes 
code, capable of solving diverse and complex turbulent reacting fluid 
flow problems. The code implements a general non-orthogonal, 
stmctured, boundary fitted gridss. 

Governing Equations 

Most of the high speed combustion applications can be described as 
chemically reacting single phase multi species flows. The basic 
govenung equations for such flows are Navier-Stokes equation 
coupled with {not) species mass continuity equations (n is the 
number of species considered). The Favre averaged form of these 
equations is written as follows. I , 
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here ~I, is a modelling constant and is known as eddy viscosity. It is 
further discussed in turbulence modelling. 
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Apart from these equations, equation of state is used to close the 
system of equations 

Turbulence Modelling 

Turbulence is modelled using Menter's Sht:ar Stress Transport (SSl) 
model6. TIle SST turbulence model is derived by blending k-oo 
model applied to the inner portion of the turbulent bound:iry layer 
\vith a high Reynolds nwnber form of the k . E turbulence model 
transformed into the k and 00 variables being applied to the outer 
portion of the turbulent boundary layer. A parameter FI is defmed 
so as to ellual one for the near wall region and to vary smoothly to 
zero as the outer region of the turbulent boundary layer is reached. 
By assigning a weight of FI to the inner k - 00 model and a weight of 
(l-FI) to the outer transformed k . E model, advantages of both 
models are incorporated into the new SST model. Additionally, the 
eddy viscosity relation is modified to provide a lag in development of 
the eddy viscosity for strong interaction flows. Both the model 
equations are given as follows. 

Origiflal k·OJ Modcl 

Tran.rfOrmed k·£ Model 

c(iSk) a (iSiijk) n"-k a [( Ill) ck 1 ---+ . = Pk -P P w+-- ~I+----
at OXj ex; crk2 a.\'·j 

Now the first two equations for k-oo model are multiplied by 
function F 1 and the equations for k-E model are multiplied by a 
function (t-F I) and the corresponding k- and oo-equations are added 
to give the follO\ving equations 
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·The production teon is given as 

P", = Il (ON; + ONj 1 ON; -~o" (15k + Il ONk) au; 
, I O ...... j 0.,'; OXj 3 '/ lOX", a ...... ) 

TIle coefficients of the new model are a linear combination of the 
corresponding coefficients of the underlying models. 

<1>., = Fj<l>I + (1- Fd<l>2 

All coefficients are listed below 

u 1 = 5/9 

u2 = 0.44 

~1 = 3/40 

~2 = 0.0828 

~. = 0.09 

°kl = 2 

°K2 = 

°",1 = 2 

0(~2 = 0.856 

TIle proper transport behaviour to predict separation is obtairiedby 
a linliter to the formulation of eddy viscosity. TIlis is givena-s 
follows 

VI = °lk 
max (010), S F2 ) 

and 

III = pVI 

Again F2 is a blending function similar to F l , which restricts the 
limiter to the wall boundary layer, as the underlying assumptions are 
not correct for free shear flows. S is an invariant measure of the strain 
rate as given below. The constant a I is equal to 0.31 . 

s = 

Blending Functions 

The blending functions are critical to the success of the method. 
Their formulation is based on the distance to the nearest surface and 
on the flow variables 

with 

= min{max( fk ; 5~Ovl; 
13 0)' fO) 

and 

CD"'m = l11aX(2Pom~..!.. - 0) 
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Kato Launder Correction 

[n a stagnation flow, the very high levels of S produce excessive levels 
of turbulent kinetic energy7 whereas deformation near stagnation 
point is almost irrotational. The production teon 

~ 2 s;, ( ail,,) au; P.. = II,S- - -3 ulj" -pk + 'I - - ' difi d 
• t t' ax k ax j IS mo Ie as 

where 

n = 

nus leads to marked reduction in' energy production near stagnation 
point while having no effect in a sinlple shear flow. 

Combustion Modelling, 

Combustion is modelled with Multi-step Eddy Dissipation Model 
(EDM). In a multi-reaction model, the challenge is to define the 
minimum number of reactions necessary to represent the inlportant 
characteristics of the flame. A two-step process involving partial 
conversion of fuel to intermediate species with complete conversion 
to products in a second step is often employed. More steps are added 
to capture mechanisms occurring in the flame under non
stoicluometric conditions. In the present case, the following set of 
reactions are chosen for hydrogen combustion in air: 

H2+02 = 20H 

H2 + OH = H20 + H 

H+OH = H20 

H+02 = OH+O 

H2 +O = H20 

The rate of any reaction may be limited by kinetics or by physical 
mixing. The physical mixing describes the process of generating a 
homogeneous mixture of reactant~ the molecular level. Kinetics 
describes the rate at wluch molecules collide with sufficient energy to 
react. Both of these processes are essential for reaction to occur and 
either one may control the overall progress of the reaction. Thus, the 
slower of the mixing and kinetic process is assumed to be rate 
determining. 

' In CFX-TASC Flow, each reaction may contain up to two reactants 
and two products. The k Ih reaction is represented by 

fuel,., + r,., oxidant,., = h(l +r,.,) product1,., + (1 :~)(1+rk) product2 ... 
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where 'It is the mass stoichiometry of the k'l. reaction and fit. is the 
mass fraction of product which is the first product (mass first 
product/ total mass products). 

The mixing rate determined from the Eddy Dissipation Model 
(EDl\I) is given as 

_ - E . {.7 1:, Yr} Hk. cJon - -'\ebIlP-null 1/,-. Bebu ----'--
k 'k. 1+lj, 

where Yr is the mass fractio" of fuel; Yo' the mass fraction of 
oxidant; Yp' the mass fraction of products; Acbu' the model constant, 
and Bcbu is also the model constant. 

A single mixing rate constant, (Ac.J, is used to relate the characteristic 
turbulent mixing rate (E/ k) to the reaction rate. In multi.st~p EDM, 
the product limitation is, by default, switched off. 

The kinetic rate of change of any species in a reaction is generally 
described by an Arrhenius expression involving an exponential 
dependence on temperature and a power law dependence on the 
concentrations of the reacting chemical species 

_ ~[]"[ ]"1 .( ET) R.I:. kill - -A,T e" e" exp . -7 
where Ac is the pre-exponential factor; p, the temperature exponent; 
e;, the concentration of reactant, and E.,. is the activation temperature 
of the reaction. 

Other forms may be appropriate depending on the reaction. For 
example, it is common to have concentration dependencies for gas 
species other than those involved in th~ reaction . 

The rate of the reaction is then deterr.lined from the minimum of 
the mixing.and kinetic rate and is expressed as 

R.I: = min( Rt . "Jon' Rk.. kin) 

TIle source term for each species is finally determined from the sum 
of the change in tha t species from all reactions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fuel injection with pylon type injectors has been studied 
experimentally by Gruenig, et a/ 3. Performance of various pylon 
injector configurations in the scramjet combustor has been evaluated 
experimentally in a connect pipe mode test, with respect to pressure 
rise in the combustor. The conibustor used for these tests is 64S-mm 
long, 2S-mm wide, and its height is 27.5 mm at the entry and 40.5 
mm at the exit. TIle pylon is plac~d at a distance of 4S-mm from the 
combustor entry. An expansion ~ngle of S· is provided on ·the Ibwlu 
surface of the combustor for 150 mm just after the pylon. This 
expansion caters for the decrease in Mach number due to heat 
addition. Rest of the combustor is a straight duct after this ' 
expansion portion. Although four different pylon designs are : 
studied experimentally3, the present study deals with numerical 
investigation of only one pylon configuration. Height of this pylon 
is 10 mm. Hydrogen is injected at a total pressure of39 bar at 1200 

angle to the airflow from slot shaped orifice at sonic speed. The area 
of the slot shaped orifice is equivalent to a 1.28-mm dia circular hole. 
Vitiated air at a Mach number of2.15, total temperatUre 1350 K and 
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total pressure 7.8 bar enters into the combustor. The mass fraction 
of oxygen in this vitiated air is 0.193, whereas the 1¥ass fractions of 
nitrogen and water vapour are 0.727 and 0.080, respectively. The 
experimental conditions correspond to free stream Mach number of 
6.5 and altitude 23.5 km. Summary of different flow parameters for 
both hydrogen and air stream considered for simulation is given in 
Table1. 

The combustor geometry widl the grid structure is shown in Figure 1. 
The grid structure near the pylon is also shown in Figure 1. Taking dle 
advantage of the symmetry, only one half of the geometry is 
simulated. A total of 0.18 million grid is employed in the flow field . 
The grid is tIne near the pylon and near wall region willie the grid is 
relatively coarse in odler regions. 

TIle reacting flow field in the scramjet combustor has been simulated 
by solving 3-D Navier Stokes equations with SST turbulence model 
using commercial CFD Software CFX-T ASC FlowS. Kato Launder 
correction in the production term of the turbulent kinetic energy 
equation for stagnation effects on tl.1fbulence is also incorporated in 
this software. Turbulence chemistry interaction is modelled by five 
equations, seven species, multi-step eddy dissipation model as 
discussed in the methodology section. 

Qualitative feature of the flow field is presented through the pressure 
distribution in the plane of symmetry. The shock reflections in the 
combustor are clearly visible in Figure 2. TIle appearance of bow 
shock caused due to the injection 'is also seen in Figure 2. l\1ach 
number distributions in the plane of injector for dle reacting and 
non-reacting cases are shown in Figure 3. For dle non-reacting case, 

Table 1 Different now parameters for air and hydrogen 

Parametre m, kg/s To, K M Po' bar V, m/s Re 

Air O.33(KJ 1350 215 7.11 1190 4.6 x 10' 

"! Jct OJ1032 280 1.00 39.0 11(,0 9.3 x 10' 

Geometry of combustor with the grid 
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Hlown lip ,·jew ncar thc pylon 

Figure 1 Combustor geometry with the grid structure 
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Figure 2 Pressure distribution in the plane of symmetry 
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.the low speed region is confined to the wake region of pylon, 
whereas for the reacting case significant reduction ofl\fach number is 
visible in the reaction zone in the combustor. 

Hydrogen mass fraction distribution is shown in Figure 4. The 
reduction in hydrogen m:lSS fraction along the length of combustor 
can be clearly seen. 11lis reduction in mass fraction of hydrogen 
occurs due to diffusion and combustion. 

11le combustor surface pressure distribution at the upper wall for the 
reacting case is shown in Figme 5. A reasonable good match has been 
obtained between the computational and experimental values. 11le 
shock reflections in the combustor also confirm the presence of 
supersonic flow in the combustor. The computed surface pressure 

..... ~~~,~"1,fC. I .. <"i'j.! .... ~"~~ ... ~ -ra'!ilf.t>y..' 
, 'i • (.r ,Or of(' • f--Mach number Jistribution for non-reacting casc 

". -r -:C~"~f~"_'·; __ ··· ~·~·"'·;~··-_-·II-"'----": ~"'''~I' .. , :;. ... ~ ... , ~ ... ~-~; ...... ~: """':~o. ';~ ,:,r;:,:;:'·\~· .. ;,~ 
_ •. • "; "..,, . i'a r .. 1 , .. _ : ••• •••••• ,.,.~ ... , •• 

r-Iach number Jistribution for reacting case 

lUI 1.4 2,4 

Figure 3 Mach number distribution in the plahe of symmetry 
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Figure 4 Hydrogen mass fraction distribution in the plane of symmetry 
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comparison between reacting and non-reacting case is shown in 
Figure 6. Significant increase in the pressure is seen for the reacting 
case due to combustion in supersonic stream. :". 

Results of a single step chemistry simulation were compared ,vith the 
multi-step chemistry simulation results. 'TIle single step used is the 
combination of hydrogen and oxygen to give watl!l'.11le comparison 
of surface static pressures is shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7, it can 
be observed that the pressure rise with single step chemistry does not 
match ~1th the experimental points, and is much higher compared to 
the multi-step chemistry results. Near the fuel injection point, due to 
injection direction and high speed of incoming air, the mixing of fuel 
and air is very good. This good mixing coupled with single step 

3.1lOL\+5 

250Jo:+5 

2.lX1E+5 
~ 

Ii' 
" .. 
£ L50E+5 

I.lXIE+5 

• Reacting Flow 
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S.lX.)J·:+4 -+---..----.----,----r-----.----i 
om 0.20 0.40 11.(,0 

X,m ___ ~. 

Figure 6 Computational surface preslure distribution for reacting and 
non-reacting flow 
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Figure 7 Compul:&tional of single step and multi-step chemistry results 
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reaction liberates all the heat of combustion of fuel as soon as it 
meets oxidiser. The heat released near the injection location is very 
high. This high rate of heat relea&e causes a strong pre combustion 
shock to form and complete flow fjeld becomes subsonic, and rest of 
the heat is added at subsonic speeds as can be observed from Figure 7 . 
The single step chemistry static pressure drops slowly due to heat 
addition in subsonic mode after tpe pre combustion shock peak. 

CONCLUSION 

Scram jet combustor flow field for pylon injected hydrogen fuel has 
been investigated llumerically by solving 3-D Navier Stokes 
equations with SST turbulence model using commercial CFD 
Software CFX-TASC Flow. Turbulence chemistry interaction is 
modelled by a multi-step eddy dissipation model. The simulation 
captures all the essential fea~res of the flow field including the shock 
reflection in the combustor and the occurrence of bow shock ahead 
of injection .• \n extensive ~action zone has been obtained ,causing a 
significant rise of surface pressure in the combustor. The computed 
surface pressure matches reasonably well with the experimental 
values. The software can be used as an efficient design tool for the 
design and development of pylon-based Scramjet cOinbustor. 
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